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Next Generation of Retail Auto Dealers
Auto Retail Transformation
Customer Centricity

Today’s auto dealers consistently have difficulty sustaining profit margins. They
must improve efficiency by simplifying their processes while simultaneously
focusing on customer demands.

Profitable Retail Growth
SAP Innovations

35.5% higher business
satisfaction rating in organizations with simple, streamlined
IT and business process
standards
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

The world’s current global financial condition
forces struggling small dealers to go out of
business or sell out to large multibrand, global
corporations. To succeed, organizations must
streamline their processes and unify their IT
environments across brands and locations.

When systems for various departments are not
integrated, business processes can become
inefficient and inconsistent data can cause
mistakes. The customer expects the right
service completed on time, every time. If
employees lack the knowledge, information,
and process to handle issues, customer loyalty
decreases and brand equity erodes.

Automotive customers are well informed with
high expectations for the product, buying, and
ownership experience. Auto dealers need a
360-degree view of customers and vehicles to
meet these demands.

The lack of integration between part sales and
the warehouse can lead to a conflict between
service level agreements and the ability to
minimize stock levels. Open invoices and
current customer credit information are difficult
to track in financial systems without real-time
integration.
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Optimize Customer-Facing Processes
Auto Retail Transformation
Customer Centricity

The SAP Dealer Business Management for Automotive package provides a flexible
solution with robust functionality and real-time data. It lets you streamline your
business, improve employee efficiency, and build more profitable customer
relationships.

Profitable Retail Growth
SAP Innovations

SAP Dealer Business Management for
Automotive provides complete customer
information, whether the customer’s on the
phone, or in the showroom or workshop. This
lets your employees understand each
customer’s current situation and provide
personalized service – increasing customer
satisfaction and building brand loyalty.

And by providing transparency and real-time
views of cash flow, it enables smarter decisions
and reduces order lead time. It also lets you
manage a group-wide shared procurement
center, plus HR and financials.
SAP Dealer Business Management for
Automotive supports the growing needs of all
dealerships. This single, integrated solution
helps dealers make better-informed decisions,
improve customer service, and operate more
efficiently. Customers will find it easier to buy
vehicles and get service, parts, and
accessories.

By supporting horizontal and vertical
integration, the software eliminates waste and
allows people to focus on tasks that add value.
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Profit by Being Customer Focused
Auto Retail Transformation
Customer Centricity

SAP Dealer Business Management for Automotive includes customer management
functionality to make your business more customer-centric. It cuts costs by
supporting shared warehousing, so workshops can obtain parts from other
locations and reduce inventory.

Profitable Retail Growth
SAP Innovations

By integrating it with OEM systems, you can trace vehicles and parts in the supply
chain. Also, you can focus on sales and service, while controlling cash flow and
simplifying business processes.
 Faster turnover through better visibility, eliminating stock vehicle financing

 Lower parts inventory without missed service level commitments
 Higher workshop staff efficiency
 Reduced lead time for payments
 Fewer errors through integrated processes
 Faster and better decisions via real-time, accurate data
 Flexibility for future challenges
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SAP Innovations
Auto Retail Transformation
Customer Centricity

SAP partners offer services that enable you to more quickly deploy SAP Dealer
Business Management for Automotive at an affordable cost and a low service-tosoftware ratio. Our partners also offer innovative mobile apps and Web-based
guided procedures to provide a superior end-user experience.

Profitable Retail Growth
SAP Innovations

Mobile Service Advisor on iPad from
Proaxia Consulting Group, an SAP Partner

New Web-Based User Interface

Mobile Service Advisor provides all relevant
information about the customer, the vehicle,
and workshop orders. During vehicle reception,
the service advisor can use a mobile device to:
 Record the customer’s requests and choose
the appropriate service
 Inspect and document the vehicle’s condition
along with the customer

The software includes a Web-based work
center that processes service appointments
and orders more efficiently by providing a quick
overview of customer and vehicle data. This
information, such as addresses, can be quickly
created or changed.
Preconfigured Dealer Business Management
Offering from Tata Consultancy Services, an
SAP Partner

Based on SAP Dealer Business Management
for Automotive, this packaged offering and
implementation service help jumpstart auto
retailer business operations. In addition to providing standard baseline functionality, the software supports best practices and processes for
sales, service, parts, finance, and human
resources.

 Offer additional services and promotions
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Integration Helps Service and Profits
Solution Overview
Vehicle Sales and
Administration

Vehicle Sales and Administration
Consistently sell more vehicles, services, and accessories at better margins.

Vehicle Service
Parts Management
Marketing, Sales and
Aftermarket
Why SAP?

Vehicle Service
Increase share of wallet, customer retention, and loyalty through exceptional
customer service.
Parts Management
Keep inventory levels low by helping ensure parts availability for the workshop and
counter sales that increase inventory turnover.
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Dealer Business Management
Solution Overview
Asset Portfolio
Management

Vehicle Sales and
Administration
Vehicle Service

Sales and
Marketing

Capital Project
Management

Prepare and Deploy
Asset Information

New and Used
Vehicle Sales

Parts Management
Marketing, Sales and
Aftermarket

Appointment
Scheduling

Workshop

Service
Processing

Why SAP?
Vehicle
Parts

Procurement

Parts Sales

and Logistics

Procurement

Parts Logistics
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Vehicle Sales and Administration
Solution Overview
Vehicle Sales and
Administration
Capabilities
Benefits

SAP Dealer Business Management for
Automotive speeds up the sales pipeline and improves customer management. You can track sales from lead to
cash, build customer loyalty, boost
profits, and cut cost.

The solution supports the complete vehicle
sales cycle – from lead and quotation to order
and pre-delivery inspection to final invoice and
customer pick-up. All required information is
presented in an easy and structured way.

This solution allows you to increase sales by
easily following up on activities such as vehicle
quotes or test-drive invitations. Task templates,
workflows, and escalation routines support
structured sales methodologies.

Customer and vehicle cockpits provide your
sales personnel with a unified 360-degree view
of all relevant information.
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Balance Inventory and Customer Service
Solution Overview
Vehicle Sales and
Administration
Capabilities
Benefits

Vehicle procurement and logistics functionality
in SAP Dealer Business Management for
Automotive gives you a comprehensive view of
your vehicle pipeline and inventory, so your
portfolio is always at the optimum levels.
The software’s new and used vehicle sales
functionality streamlines customer activities and
sales, enabling you to acquire new customers
and provide your existing ones with exceptional
service.

7%
Higher customer satisfaction
when customer preferences
and history are available at
the point of interaction
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

SAP Dealer Business Management for
Automotive also allows your sales personnel to
focus on important steps such as creating
quotations and orders, reviewing credit limits,
and managing vehicle histories. The software
provides tools that help you invoice multiple
parties and streamline sales by linking locateto-order and build-to-order scenarios, as well
as settle country-specific taxes directly into
accounting.
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Integration from sales order to accounting
decreases costs and errors by reducing manual
work. In addition, it improves the transparency
of the entire value chain.
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Solution Overview
Vehicle Sales and
Administration
Capabilities
Benefits

15.5%
Lower days sales outstanding
when order fulfillment has
access to real-time billing
data
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Sell Vehicles, Services, and Accessories at Better
Margins
SAP Dealer Business Management for
Automotive lets you honor customer
requests using best-in-class sales
tactics and optimize inventory to drive
revenue, reduce costs, and increase
customer loyalty.

Insert
image #
here

The software gives you the necessary tools and
information to effectively plan, execute, and
analyze sales processes across the full vehicle
sales cycle. It enables you to shorten sales
cycles, increase profits, secure cash flow,
maximize productivity, and enhance customer
loyalty and lifetime value.
By integrating with your billing and invoicing
systems, this solution helps ensure timely
payments and reduced days sales outstanding.
Tight integration between sales, after-sales,

and vehicle logistics processes increases
transparency into all customer and vehiclerelated activities and enables all involved
departments to work together more efficiently.
A customer cockpit helps sales reps manage
their business activities by providing a 360degree view of customers and optimal data
quality. This insightful information helps
increase profitability and serves as an ideal
data source for marketing initiatives.
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Vehicle Service
Solution Overview
Vehicle Service
Capabilities
Benefits
SAP Innovations

SAP Dealer Business Management for
Automotive lets you collaborate across
functional and enterprise borders and
maximize workshop utilization. It helps
deliver the premium customer service
experience.

The software enables efficient service order
processing and billing, including service
requests and scheduling, parts, and
optimization of technicians.

Appointment scheduling walks you through
customer-centric appointment planning, using
individual customer data and real workshop
capacity.

Service monitoring and analysis let you
improve visibility in overall fixed operations to
help increase service capacity utilization and
efficiency while reducing operating cost.

Service processing significantly shortens the
order-to-cash process to improve efficiency and
profitability.
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Improve Workshop Utilization
Solution Overview
Vehicle Service
Capabilities
Benefits
SAP Innovations

If possible, please
provide better screen
shot quality!!!

Vehicle service and appointment scheduling
gives service advisors and managers the
information and tools to effectively plan,
execute, and analyze service workshops for
customer-requested dates.
Service personnel gain real-time insights into
previous customer interactions, past vehicle
repairs, and current parts availability. Service
managers, advisors, parts managers, and
technicians can all collaborate across their
departments.
The solution lets service advisors create and
manage multi-branch service orders for repairs,
inspections, recalls, and warranty issues. It also
features tools to analyze performance, share
information, and invoice multiple parties
including the customer and its insurance
company.

Automated warranty claim processing facilitates
service performed under warranty, from
submission to reimbursement. To further
enhance efficiency, country-specific tax
calculations satisfy legal requirements and are
directly settled in accounting.
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Streamline Service with a Shorter Order-to-Cash Cycle
Solution Overview
Vehicle Service
Capabilities
Benefits
SAP Innovations

Increase customer loyalty by
collaborating across organizational
boundaries and maximizing workshop
utilization, so customers get their
vehicles fixed right the first time, every
time.
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image #
here

Service quality is a major factor when
customers select a dealership. That’s why
customer service and service management are
vital to ensuring customer loyalty and retention,
and ultimately, dealer profitability.
By providing a customer- and vehicle-centric
view, SAP Dealer Business Management for
Automotive gives service advisors the relevant
information for each requested service.
Knowing parts and resource availability allows
you to start work as soon as a vehicle arrives.
This insight enables you to consistently meet
your SLAs, and optimize both workshop
utilization and parts inventory.

This solution handles service processes from
appointment to invoice, helping you avoid
double data entry, reduce order lead time, and
gain visibility into profitability. It improves cash
flow by helping ensuring that the vehicle and
invoice are ready at the same time.
Increased customer satisfaction builds loyalty
and retention, increases repeat business, and
improves competitiveness.
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Innovations for Vehicle Service
Solution Overview
Vehicle Service
Capabilities
Benefits

Mobile Service Advisor from Proaxia,
an SAP partner, lets service personnel
capture and access vehicle data on an
iPad.
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SAP Innovations

Mobile Service Advisor provides service staff
with all relevant customer, vehicle, and open
workshop order information found in SAP
Dealer Business Management for Automotive.
When the customer arrives with the vehicle, a
service advisor uses a guided procedure on a
mobile device to:
 Record customer requests and select the
appropriate service

 Perform and document vehicle inspections
along with the customer
 Offer additional services and promotions
The service advisor receives the customer’s
electronic signature right on the iPad. Finally,
the repair order is created or updated in SAP
Dealer Business Management for Automotive.
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Parts Management
Solution Overview
Parts Management
Capabilities
Benefits

SAP Dealer Business Management for
Automotive improves parts availability
and cuts inventory costs. By streamlining parts management, it improves
customer service and delivers predictable margins.

Ideal for integrated multi-brand dealer groups,
this comprehensive service parts solution
supports planning, procurement, and warehouse management.

availability, and profitability, while improving
fulfillment and customer service. It also reduces
inventory costs, write-offs, stock-outs, and
working capital.

Dealers can maintain the ideal amount of onhand products, selected by customer demand
and organized by brand. The software also
enables a customer-centric and streamlined
counter sales process, from availability check
to cash. As a result, it increases parts turnover,
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Increase Inventory Turnover and Profit
Solution Overview
Parts Management
Capabilities
Benefits

Parts management is the key to success for
any effective service organization. It’s the
process of planning and aligning parts service
inventories, resources, and processes to
deliver optimal customer service at minimal risk
and cost.
When creating an order with SAP Dealer
Business Management for Automotive, simple
parts counter sales functionality provides a
real-time view of availability, interchangeability,
and pricing.

18%

The software also simplifies the creation of
parts master data based on the OEM’s parts
descriptions template.

Lower order fulfillment lead
time when companies
calculate inventory safety
stock dynamically and
frequently

SAP Dealer Business Management for
Automotive helps you improve parts requirements planning, procurement, and inventory
management by using advanced planning
routines including detailed back-order
information.

Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking

If you work with multiple business partners,
such as depots, suppliers, or other dealerships,
the software also supports collaboration, as
well as monitoring and analysis of parts
operations.
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11.6%
Lower days in inventory when
forecasts are dynamic and
updated frequently
Source: SAP Performance
Benchmarking
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Streamline Processes to Reduce Inventory
and Boost Profits
Keep inventory levels low by helping
ensure that parts are available for
workshop and counter sales with higher
turnover, while maximizing service level
agreements and profit.

Dealers can best achieve customer satisfaction
when they can ensure the availability of critical
parts. This is even more important for multibrand dealerships, whose service and parts
managers must carefully order parts based on
brand, inventory level, and availability –
balancing working capital and customer
service.
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The parts management functionality of SAP
Dealer Business Management for Automotive
enables you to evaluate the trade-offs between
reducing inventory and increasing service
levels without sacrificing customer satisfaction.
The result is superior customer service due to a
higher fill rate and on-time service execution, a
fast and profitable reaction to customer
demands, and a better bottom line because of
higher parts revenue.
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Marketing, Sales, and Aftermarket Value Map
Solution Overview
Vehicle Sales and
Administration
Vehicle Service

Dealer Business
Management

Vehicle
Sales and
Administration

Vehicle Service

Vehicle
Management

Vehicle
Ordering and
Administration

Sales and
Distribution

Customer
Service, Support,
and Warranty
Management

Service
Contract
Management
(CRM)

Warranty
and Claim
Management

Workforce
Scheduling and
Optimization

Field Service
Management
and Execution

Complaints,
Returns, and
In-House Repair
Management

Multichannel
Marketing
Management

Customer
Insight and
Segmentation

Campaign
Management

Loyalty
Management

Social Media
Analysis and
Engagement

Real-Time
Offer
Management

Parts Management
Marketing, Sales, and
Aftermarket
Why SAP?
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Why SAP?
Solution Overview

The best-run automotive organizations rely on SAP software.

Vehicle Sales and
Administration
Vehicle Service
79% of the Global Fortune 500 companies are SAP customers.
Parts Management
Marketing, Sales, and
Aftermarket

100% of the top-scoring companies in the Dow Jones Sustainability World Index rely on
SAP software.
85% of the top 100 most valued brands in the world are SAP customers.

Why SAP?
77,000 vehicles are manufactured each day by automotive companies that are SAP customers.

Over 3,000 automotive companies worldwide rely on SAP software.
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Find Out More About How Your Organization Can
Become Best-Run
Benchmark Your Performance
Position your organization for dominance in this new economy with the business performance
benchmarking program from SAP – available free to SAP customers and select prospects.
The SAP benchmarking program has helped more than 3,000 organizations assess their
strengths, uncover areas for improvement, and identify best practices and IT strategies that
generate clear, tangible value – not someday, but today.
Visit valuemanagement.sap.com >>

Go Live in Weeks

Here’s the fastest way to run your business better: our rapid-deployment solutions. In one
package, you get everything you need to be up and running quickly – including preconfigured
software and implementation services – in just weeks. With a defined scope and predictable
costs, there are no surprises.
Visit sap.com/solutions/rds >>

Join Your Community of Practices
Every day, SAP Community Network (SCN) changes the way that thousands of SAP users work.
It lets members help one another solve problems, learn, and invent new ways to get things
done – faster. Find out how to connect with people, content, and resources.
Visit scn.sap.com >>
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Visit us online to find out more:
www.sap.com/industries/automotive
http://scn.sap.com/community/automotive
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